
 

 

Campbelltown Camden DCC 
Men’s Cricket 

Round 6 v Fairfield - Liverpool 
1st Grade – Two Day format 

Grades 2-5 – One Day Matches 
 
An SCA “local derby” between Fairfield-Liverpool and Campbelltown Camden finished with 
mixed results for both clubs. However, it was the dominant performance of the Ghosts in 
the 1st Grade match that kept the local supporters smiling as 1st Grade run into Christmas 
well entrenched in the top six. 
 
At Rosedale Oval, Warwick Farm, the Ghosts won the toss and batted first on a wicket that 
has produced limited runs for batting teams so far this season. This was a challenge that 
the Ghosts batsmen enjoyed and they finished the day seven wickets down for 382 runs. 
 
Josh Clarke played superbly on his way to scoring 146 runs from 256 balls including 13 
boundaries. The “Opener” was the back bone of the Ghosts innings and the rest of the top 
order supported him nicely. Clarke was joined early by Ryan Gibson and together they 
patiently built the total to see the Ghosts 1 for 67 at lunch.  
 
By the time the Coyte brothers had been dismissed, the scoring tempo had increased 
significantly. Captain Scott Coyte was ruthless in his punishment of the Fairfield Liverpool 
bowlers on his way to scoring 72. Scott hit the ball clean and hard continuing his great 
season. Adam also treated the bowlers with similar disdain to compile a quick 46. 
 
Clarke was finally dismissed when the total was 344 leaving the youngest member of the 
side, Brad Maguire, to ensure a massive total was set. Maguire scored a very tidy 46 runs 
from 58 balls. 
 
On Sunday the Ghosts bowlers backed up the previous day’s batting performance tearing 
through the Lions order to dismiss them for 95. Nathan Brain took 4/42 whilst Brendan 
Jones bowled tightly taking 2/9 off 10 overs.  Debutante Luke Webb also bowled well 
finishing with 2/14 from 7 overs. 
 



 

 

On Raby #1 the Ghosts Second Grade struggled in their one day match against the Lions and 
were dismissed for 86 chasing the Fairfield Liverpool total of 194. Despite some superb 
spin bowling from Abdul Kherhkah 4-29 and Jason Hayward 3/44, the Ghosts batsmen 
failed to settle at the crease. Only skipper David Ward who batted for an hour, looked set to 
take control but was dismissed on 22. 
 
Third Grade’s score of 155 runs was easily chased down by the Lions within 38 overs. Only 
Nick Trethewy (33 runs) and Captain Anthony George (43 runs) created any resistance. 
Fairfield Liverpool were 3 wickets down when they passed the Ghosts total. 
 
Fourth Grade lost the toss on a flat Raby #2 wicket enabling the Lions to take full advantage 
of the perfect batting conditions. The Lions scored 4-310 generating an imposing task for 
the Ghosts. Campbelltown Camden were 6-256 at the end of their fifty overs with Captain 
Jamie Malsakitis run out for 99 and Aaron Viles scoring 77 runs. 
 
In Fifth Grade Luke Courtney bowled superbly taking 5 for 20 to restrict the Lions to 129. 
Jesse Kennedy and Braedyn Evans both scored 30 runs to allow the Ghosts to be 3 wickets 
down when passing the Lions total. 
 

Campbelltown Camden DCC 
Women’s Cricket 

 
Campbelltown Camden Cricket Club’s Women’s First Grade played Gordon with several of 
their star players missing due to Women’s National League commitments. With several 2nd 
Grade players backing up, the girls performed admirably yet unfortunately lost on the last 
ball of the T/20 fixture. 
 
Steff Daffarra (53 not out) and Hannah Trethewy (not out) were the main contributors in 
the Ghosts chase of Gordon’s total of 113. The Ghosts finished short with 112. 
 
The Ghosts Second Grade side found themselves in early trouble in their T/20 match 
against Gordon. At one stage the Ghosts were 5 for 12 but through the outstanding efforts 
of Reannan Stanton (45 not out) and Kayla Austin (29 not out) the Ghosts finished with 
5/92. 
 



 

 

 
As the Gordon innings unfolded Jemma Barnes bowled beautifully taking 2/16 of her 
allotted four overs.  Jemma was well supported by Belinda Vakawera who bowled tightly 
finishing with 1 for 10 and Kelsey Miller 1-12.  Having scored 5-92 the Ghosts second grade 
women restricted Gordon to 76 runs. 
 
The Ghosts Third Grade women played a double header of T/20 matches against 
Parramatta - Blacktown and had convincing wins in both games.  
 
In Game 1 the local ladies scored 194 and then bowled Parramatta Blacktown out for 88. 
Yardley Polsen, Jessica MacFetters, Rochelle Bouzaid and Kirsten Funston all retired on 30 
runs.  
 
In Game 2 it was a similar story. This time Rebbekah Mallitt, Sonja Collins and Jemma 
Barnes scored 30 runs to set another unachievable total for Parramatta - Blacktown.  Ghosts  
156 defeated Parramatta - Blacktown 74. 
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